INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING SHOTSTAT FOR LIVE SCORING.
1) One player from each group will enter the group’s score at the completion of each hole.
2) Each player is required to enter scores for their group for six holes. The players are numbered in the order they are listed in their pairings and will be listed by name on the
device prior to the start of each round.
a) Holes 1-6 (Player 1)
b) Holes 7-12 (Player 2)
c) Holes 13-18 (Player 3)
3) Live scoring is MANDATORY for each group.
a) The scoring devices operate on the ATT LTE network.
b) If players are in an area without signal, the device will automatically update when signal is attained.
c) The scoring devices are not communication devices and cannot be used as such by design.
4) Scores will be entered using devices provided by FHSAA and the official starter at the first tee box.
a) Each pairing is assigned a device prior to each round.
b) Scores will be entered at the completion of each hole by indicating the number of strokes taken for each player in the group over, under,
or at par. For example, a player that shoots a bogey for a particular hole shall put “+1” for his/her score. Likewise will be done for a
birdie at “-1” or “0” for par. [See screenshot. Par is listed automatically for each player, and the scorer will tap the plus sign or minus sign
below each player to add one or subtract one to his score.]
c) After all hole scores are correctly entered for each player, the designated player will scroll to the bottom of the screen and tap the
“Submit Scores” button, and the device will automatically move to the next hole.
d) After each hole on the next tee box, while writing down official scores on each scorecard, all players must stand near the designated
scorer to verify scores. Once scores have been submitted on the device, players may then start preparing for their tee shot.
e) The scoring device will be returned in the scoring room immediately upon completion of their round.
f)

All scores listed on the ShotStat platform are deemed UNOFFICIAL. Submitted and signed scorecards are still the official record for all
players.

5) All live scores deemed UNOFFICIAL until the close of competition and all score cards are turned in. Please convey this information to your players and parents.
6) A live scoreboard with team and individual scores will be available on the FHSAA Golf webpage and on https://fhsaa.shotstat.com .

